
Version No:

4.6 - March 2014

Major Enhancements: (See Primo Version 4.x Highlights document)

1.  Improvements to the alerts mechanism (Item #22291)
2.  Improvements to the browse functionality (Items 21885, 21853, 18928)
3.  OvP improvements (Items 21831, 21515, 20286, 20232, 19639, 14103)
4.  Improvements to the log mechanism (Item #21700)
5.  Improvements to the blocking of potential XSE attacks (Item #21567)
6.  Support for Alma centralized publishing for consortia (Item #21341)
7.  Improvements to the export-import mechanism (Items 21665, 21097)
8.  The Permalink option has been added to the "Send to" drop down list
     (Item #20939)
9.  Improvements to the search mechanism (Items 18022, 20096, 20189)
10. The Citation option has been added to the "Send to" drop-down list. (Item #19570)
11. Enhancements to the protection of personal data in Primo (Item #1060)

General Documentation for Version:
Located in the Version 4.x folder in the Ex Libris Documentation Center. 
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number

1060 When upgrading from a version that is earlier than 4.6, the following 
actions will not be available during the installation of this service 
pack: 

1) Editing the details of a pipe 
2) Editing email addresses or mobile phone numbers in the Personal 
settings in My Account 
3) Saving queries 

After restart, all functionality will return to normal. 

Note: This is necessary due to enhancements to the protection of 
personal data in Primo (email address and phone numbers) and to 
the protection of passwords for harvesting records using FTP/SFTP.

14103 This item is relevant to Aleph customer using OPAC via Primo. Note: 
This fix requires the installation of Aleph V22. 

If an item is lost, the "Lost" status (Z36_status) will now display 
instead of the due date.

This fix requires the installation of Aleph V22. OPAC via Primo - Aleph issue 16384-184426, 16384-
436594

14201 This is relevant to item-level requests in OPAC via Primo 
environments. 

If the "Clear Selection" button was invoked from an item-level 
request form (which is accessed from the list of items in the 
Locations tab), the system displayed the title-level request form. This 
has been fixed.

OPAC via Primo - Hold 
requests

16384-273562

15305 It is now possible to define a delivery category per institution in a 
single record to ensure that every institution gets its relevant delivery 
category. For more details, refer to Version 4 Highlights document.

Front End - Delivery (Availability 
and Get It)

16384-305897, 16384-
289566

16931 It was not possible to clear the text entered in the Alma institution 
code field in the Institution Wizard. This has been fixed.

17314 When mapping tables are exported to Excel, the system creates 
columns for the InstallationCode and the InstitutionCode. There were 
problems during the import when the "InstitutionCode" contained 
blanks. This has been fixed. Note: The header row is mandatory, and 
the import will not work without it.

BO Configuration-Code & 
Mapping Tables

16384-374630

4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
17407 The option to load libraries from an Excel file did not replace 

definitions for existing libraries and would fail. This has been fixed so 
that the definitions for an existing Primo library (using the library 
code as the key) are overwritten. 

Note: If you want to map multiple source libraries to a single Primo 
library, all the source library codes must be defined in the 2nd 
column, each separated by a comma. This means that if you want to 
add an additional source library to an existing Primo library, it is 
necessary to include source libraries that have already been loaded. 
For example, if you already added the NARCH source library code to 
create the NARCHP Primo library and want to add NARCC, the 
Excel must include both NARCH and NARCC, as follows: 

NORTH NARCH,NARCC NARCHP North Campus Archives fr_FR 
Name in French

Misc-General 16384-351821

18022 Primo treats words with O' apostrophe as a stop word in many Latin 
languages and indexes them as two separate words. This happens 
also for authors such as O'Leary, which is indexed as "o" and "leary." 
As a result, a search for Oleary will not retrieve the same number of 
results as O'Leary. To solve this, names searched for without the 
apostrophe will be searched for with and without the apostrophe. For 
example, if the user's query is "Oleary" the query will be changed to 
search for "oleary" or "o leary". The system uses the 
apostrophe_names.txt file to determine which common names start 
with an O' apostrophe. This file is located under the following new 
directory: 

jaguar/home/profile/analysis/authors 

Note: No indexing is required to benefit from this fix.

Search Engine-Linguistic 
features (DYM, Synonyms)

16384-386238

18128 In some cases, emails for alerts were not being sent. This happened 
when the user's default interface was missing. In 4.5.1 the alerts in 
this case were sent using English as the interface language. The 
system now takes the default from the active view.

Front End - Alerts 16384-397343, 16384-
414755, 16384-
433361,

18928 If the subject browse list included a type, the sorting of the list may 
have been incorrect. Note that it is necessary to re-index from 
scratch. 

In addition, the sort was incorrect in a N+1 topology. This has been 
fixed and does not require re-indexing.

To fix the sort of a subject browse index that 
includes a type, re-index the database from scratch. 
For instructions, refer to the Performing System 
Cleanup - Re-Indexing the Database section in the 
Primo System Administration Guide.

Front End-Browse 16384-391334
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19038 The library name was missing in the location information included in 

emails sent from Primo. This has been fixed.
Front End-e-Shelf 16384-427905, 16384-

443046,16384-
431189,16384-
443413, 52087

19213 If a deep link included a search query (such as 
query=any,contains,science) and a facet query (such as 
query=facet_rtype,exact,journal), the system displayed the facet 
value in the search box instead of the query search terms. This has 
been fixed.

Front End-Brief Results 189569

19221 To allow users to link back to the relevant tab, the links that are 
created for alerts and emails will now include the tab from which the 
alert was created.

Front End-Basic Search 16384-430467, 16384-
414758

19331 Previously, a change to the date format on the Advanced 
Configuration > General configuration> General subsystem page 
required a re-start of the BO server to display the change in My 
Account. Now this change can be activated by deploying the 
"System Configuration" option on the Deploy All page.

Front End 16384-291597

19479 The following images (which are used by the CSS files for the e-
Shelf) were missing from the fe_web/images directory, causing 
errors when accessed. 

small_audio_icon.gif 
small_book_icon.gif 
small_journal_icon.gif 
small_map_icon.gif 
small_other_icon.gif 
small_text_icon.gif 
small_text_resource_icon.gif 
small_video_icon.gif 

This has been fixed by adding the above files. Note that these 
images are disabled out of the box. To enable the images, add the 
following line to your CSS file:

.folder_details .itemsList IMG { display:block;} 

Front End-e-Shelf 16384-397671,16384-
422161

19570 The Citation option has been added to the "Send to" drop-down list. 
When selected, it utilizes the EasyBib API to create a citation using 
various citation styles, which are selectable. For more information, 
refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19639 The last column in In My Account > Loans List was incorrectly 

named "column8" when users had no loans to display. This has been 
fixed.

OPAC via Primo-My account 16384-445309, 
194057,16384-
450324, 16384-
455893,16384-
453356

19795 The Alma services page includes an availability indication (full text 
available or not) based on the information Primo receives from Alma. 
Previously, Primo only checked to see whether Alma returned the 
"View it" service to determine whether full text was available. Now 
Primo makes sure that the "full_text_indicator" is set to "true" in the 
Alma response before displaying the "Full text is available" status. 

To support the new check, the following statuses have been added 
to the various Delivery code and mapping tables: 

- viewit_getit_FT – View It and Get It services are available and there 
is full text 
- viewit_FT – View It servces are available and there is full text 
- viewit_getit_NFT – View It and Get It services are available; there 
is no full text 
- viewit_NFT – View It servces are available; there is full text 

The above statuses replace the viewit_getit and viewit statuses. The 
getit status (which indicates that only Get It services are available 
and there is no full text) has not been changed. 

During the upgrade, the system adds the new statuses using the 
relevant definitions and labels from the statuses that are being 
replaced.

Front End - Delivery (Availability 
and Get It)

19882 The Primo CSS file was included twice in the Alma Services page. 
As a result, changes in the local CSS file were not taking effect. This 
has been fixed.

Misc-General 16384-440171,16384-
449674,16384-
450401
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
19991 Scope values defined in the Back Office > Ongoing Configuration 

Wizards > Pipe Configuration > Scope Values Configuration page 
can be any of the following types: 

Institution 
Library 
Collection 
Other 

Scopes of type Institution should be valid institution codes and 
scopes of type Library should be valid library codes. The system now 
validates the scope values.

Front End-Availability/RTA 16384-450343

19994 Some characters (such as for Hebrew and CJK) were not being 
exported correctly to RefWorks due to incorrect encoding. This has 
been fixed.

Front End-Send to (print, save, 
email)

16384-451058

20096 Resolved problem with queries that included special UNICODE 
characters not handled by the Primo tokenizer (such as Russian 
transliterations with ligatures). This problem has been fixed by 
updating the Primo tokenizer to treat the following character groups 
as letters: 

Combining Half Marks: U+FE20–U+FE2F 
Combining Diacritical Marks U+0300–U+036F 
Combining Diacritical Marks Supplement U+1DC0–U+1DFF 
Combining Marks for Symbols U+20D0–U+20FF 
Spacing Modifier Letters U+02B0–U+02FF 
Modifier Tone Letters: U+A700–U+A71F

It is necessary to re-index the database from 
scratch to benefit from this fix. For instructions, refer 
to the Performing System Cleanup - Re-Indexing 
the Database section in the Primo System 
Administration Guide.

Front End - Basic Search 16384-444547

20157 The deep link to the Primo e-Journal A-Z list (which is used by Alma 
customers) did not work when there was no active Primo session - 
that is a new session needed to be created. This has been fixed.

Interoperability - Alma 16384-398693, 16384-
423919, 16384-
445405, 16384-
455797

20189 In some cases, the same query returned different results sets in 
different language interfaces. This may occur if the system failed to 
detect the language (because the query terms did not closely match 
any language dictionary) and used the default interface language 
that returned differing results due to the use of synonyms and other 
language-specific search engine features. The language detection 
algorithm has been improved to minimize such cases.

Search Engine-Indexing 189224

20232 Resolved problem regarding missing diacritics in Renew loans 
messages. Diacritics (including umlauts and Swedish characters 
åäö) were dropped from the message text. This has been fixed.

Front End - My Account 16384-456822
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20286 It is now possible to add up to three external links to each of the 

following sections in My Account: Loans, Requests, Fees & Fines, 
Blocks & Messages, Personal Settings (for OPAC via Primo and 
OPAC via Link), and My Library (for OPAC via Link only). For more 
information, refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document.

SFC 00018793

20308 In some cases when the view included several tabs, the query of a 
hypertext search (such as clicking on the author or subject in the 
Details tab) was not inserted in the search box. This has been fixed.

Front End - General

20370 In some cases, performance of the Primo FE was slow due to a 
problem in the MetaLib timeout settings. This has been fixed.

Front End - FE crash, PDS

20466 The Personalize Your Results (PYR) lightbox is supposed to open 
only if it has been enabled for the view and if the institution has PC 
license information configured. However, if the institution enabled the 
PYR functionality and then deleted the PC key, the lightbox 
continued to display. This has been fixed.

BO configuration - Institutions 
wizard

20558 The III Millennium RTA adapter did not work for PNX records that did 
not contain a sub-location (display/availibrary $$1). This has been 
fixed.

Interoperability - RTA

20569 The system displays the following text in the brief results for online 
items with physical holdings: 

The library also has physical copies. 

If the label of the main availability status for the online delivery 
category was empty, the system displayed an unnecessary period 
before the above text. The period now displays only if a label has 
been defined for one of the following statuses in the Calculated 
Availability code table. 

default.delivery.code.not_restricted 
default.delivery.code.restricted 
default.delivery.code.may_be_restricted

Interoperability - RTA 25840
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20581 IIn some cases the hotswapping process timed-out, leaving active 

zombie slices that could cause system downtime over a period of 
time. This has been fixed by killing the zombie slices either before 
running the hot-swapping process the next time or during the start-up 
of the Search Engine. 

In addition, if the hotswapping process times out, a message will 
display in the 'jaguar_server.log' under 
ng/primo/home/profile/search/log (alias is 'fe_log') and in the agent 
log under .ng/jaguar/home/profile/log (alias is 'se_log'). Note that 
'jaguar_server.log' is a new log added in 4.6. Refer to release note 
#21700 for more details.

20615 A deep link to My Account that included link to the sign-in page did 
not always work if a Primo session was not already open. This has 
been fixed. The format of the link is the following: 

http://<Primo server & 
port>/primo_library/libweb/action/login.do?loginFn=signin&vid=<view 
code>&targetURL=http://<Primo server & 
port>/primo_library/libweb/action/myAccountMenu.do?vid=<view 
code> 

API - Deep Link 21601

20630 The system could not delete e-Shelf entries when the user's email 
address contained an apostrophe (such as in the name O'Leary). 
This has been fixed.

Front End - e-Shelf 16384-363313

20786 In some cases, SMS text messages with Primo query results were 
not sent when using Clickatell as the SMS proxy. This problem has 
been fixed by adding support for two additional clickatell parameters 
in the SmsProxyConf.xml file: 

- ProviderMo - Enter "1" to allow two-way messaging for Clickatell 
mobile originations. 
- ProviderFrom - Enter the cell phone number assigned to the 
Clickatell account. This parameter is required to allow messages to 
be sent from your USA long code (which is required to send 
messages to the USA). 

For more information about the additional configuration parameters, 
see the Configuring SmsProxyConf.xml for Clickatell section in the 
Primo Technical Guide.

If you are having problems sending SMS messages 
using the Clickatell proxy, configure the ProviderMo 
and ProviderFrom parameters in the 
SmsProxyConf.xml configuration file. For more 
information about these configuration parameters, 
see the Configuring SmsProxyConf.xml for Clickatell 
section in the Primo Technical Guide.

Front End - SMS
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
20939 The Permalink option has been added to the "Send to" drop down 

list. When selected, it creates a link back to the selected record 
using a simplified link syntax. Permalink is available for Primo, Primo 
Central, and WorldCat Deep Search records. For more information, 
refer to the Primo Version 4 Highlights document. 

Note: The name of Send to drop-down list has changed to Actions in 
this release.

20992 When the start hour of a task (such as for a pipe) scheduled to run 
hourly was changed, the system would change the start hour of all 
other tasks scheduled to run on an hourly basis. This has been fixed.

BO Monitoring-Schedule tasks

21097 The 'Import Primo configuration' option was failing when the name of 
the institution contained special characters. This has been fixed by 
encoding the institution code and entity name in the export file path. 
Note that the Primo BO will display the encoded file name during the 
export and import.

BO configuration - import

21128 This is relevant to searching Primo Central via Web Services. 

The delivery manager section in the response of the first record in 
the results set was returned for all records in the set. This has been 
fixed.

21334 In some cases the number of records that displayed next to 
language facet values did not match the number of records that 
displayed in the result set. This happened when the results set 
included the same language but different language codes (for 
example, 'dut' and 'nld' for Dutch). This has been fixed for both Primo 
and Primo Central by adding language code variants to the list of 
languages in the 'facet_lang_values' mapping table under the Static 
Facets subsystem. Re-indexing is not required to benefit from this 
fix.

Primo Central

21341 Primo now supports Alma centralized publishing for consortia. This 
includes several changes to Primo: 

- Update of the Alma MARC - Template - refer to #21946 for more 
details. 
- Ability to define a delivery category per institution. Refer to #15305 
in the Primo Version 4 Highlights document for more details. 
- Modifications to the Alma Real Time Availability program.
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
21358 The placeholder for the rft.series element field did not include the 

PNX section in the following Alma templates and as a result delivery 
did not work for some records: 

Almasingle_service_remote 
Almaviewit_remote 
Almagetit_remote 

The placeholder has been changed to {{addata/seriestitle}} 

Interoperability - Alma

21515 Paging of loans in My Account is now active for Alma out of the box. 
By default, the system will fetch up to 50 loans at a time from the 
ILS. The bulk size is defined in the Bulk Definition mapping table.

21567 Primo has improved the blocking of potential XSE attacks by adding 
support for JAXB tags filter layer.

General - security

21665 The Import Primo Configuration tool overrides any existing data 
sources in the target environment. However, import failures occurred 
when the data source name was different in the source and target 
environments. This has been fixed by using the code instead of the 
data source name as the basis for the match.

General - import

21675 Some CSS definitions could not be used in IE10. As a result, some 
of the pop-up windows (such as send email pop-up) did not display 
properly. This has been fixed.

Front End

21677 The "Save query" option did not work for queries in a search scope 
that contained many scope values. This has been fixed.

Front End

21691 After displaying a record from the Virtual Browse shelf and returning 
to the results list, the Send to option displayed both the "Add to e-
Shelf" and "Remove from e-Shelf" options. This has been fixed.

Front End, Front End - Send to 
(print, save, connotea, etc.), 
Front End - Send to (print, save, 
email)

21700 The 'library_server.log" log file is now split into two separate files: 

jaguar_server.log - this log includes all information related to 
searches 
library_server.log - this log includes information about Front End 
functionality, except for search. 

Both logs are located under /ng/primo/home/profile/search/log (alias 
is 'fe_log').

21706 After browsing through several pages in the Virtual Browse tab, a 
record would display twice in some cases. This has been fixed.

Browse Search
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
Documentation

Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
21716 The system incorrectly encoded the user group parameter in the 

links used by Browse type searches. As a result, signed-in users in 
some user groups (such as those with a space in the group name) 
received an error when they tried to run a Browse search. This has 
been fixed.

Browse Search

21723 There was a problem with the display of the creation_date facet 
labels in German. This has been fixed.

Back office UI - Code Tables, 
Front End - Facets

21758 The facet date slider now displays correctly in IE8. Front End - Facets
21763 A link to the "Primo Privacy Policy" web page on the Ex Libris 

website has been added to the out-of-the-box footer Static HTML tile. 
The link's label is "Use of Cookies", and its URL is 
http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/category/PrimoCookiePolicy.

21831 There are several changes in My Account - Personal Settings 
(OPAC via Primo): 

1. It is now possible to display the user's expiration date and user 
group. The expiration date is enabled out of the box by the upgrade 
and in new installations. The user group is not enabled. If you want 
to display this field, you must enable it in the Personal Settings 
mapping table. 

2. It is now possible to suppress the display of the SMS and email 
fields. 

For more details, refer to Primo Version 4 Highlights document. 

Important: Primo uses a new ILS API service to fetch the 
information, which is not supported by Alma until the Alma April 2014 
release. In Primo 4.6 this service is disabled for Alma. Once the 
Alma April release is available, you can enable the following row in 
the ILS Gateway Templates mapping table under the ILS Gateway 
subsystem and then deploy the Adaptors mapping tables. 

ALMA_01_00013 > ALMA_01 > get_patron_information > 
{{api_base}}/view/rest-
dlf/patron/{{patron_id}}/patronStatus/registration?lang={{lang}}&instit
ution={{ils_user_institution}}

Front End - OvP, OPAC via 
Primo - OvP Configuration
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Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
21853 The 'Previous' link in Call number browse lists was not working 

properly. This has been fixed. Re-indexing is not required to benefit 
from this fix. Note that a problem with the 'Previous' link for browse 
list in N+1 environments was solved with defect #21885.

Browse Search

21885 The 'Previous' link in the browse list was not working properly in N+1 
environments. Re-indexing is not required to benefit from this fix. 
Note that a general problem with the 'Previous' link in call number 
browses was solved in defect #21853.

Browse Search

21898 The OpenURL element 'req.language=<ISO 639‐2/B code> has been 
added to the OpenURL templates so that the link to SFX will open 
with the appropriate SFX menu language. Note that this solution is 
currently limited to the SFX simplified template.

21901 Text files that were uploaded by the File Uploader displayed without 
line breaks (all text in one line). This has been fixed.

21946 See Item #21946. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Alma MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Normalization Rules

21990 After users signed in to the mobile view, the language drop-down list 
did not appear. This has been fixed.

22023 Switching the language on the Alma Services Page resulted in the 
display of "No results" at the bottom of the page. This has been 
fixed.

Interoperability - Alma
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Item Description Implementation Notes Module Related 
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Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
22053 The following options have been added to Send to drop-down menu: 

- Citation (for more information, refer to #19570) 
- Permalink (for more information, refer to #20939). 

With the addition of the above options, the name of the Send to drop-
down list has changed to Actions. The name will be changed 
automatically during the upgrade if you have not customized it. The 
label is defined with the following code in the Results Tile code table: 

default.eshelf.send_to

22090 Since the move to Tomcat in 4.5, normalization rules that added 
strings with non-ASCII characters were not being created correctly. 
The characters are now correctly encoded when the rules are 
deployed and the XML file is created via the deployment.

If you have added strings with non-ASCII characters 
via the normalization rules and you have normalized 
data since the upgrade to 4.5, it is necessary to re-
pipe and re-index the data for correct display of 
these characters. If possible, re-pipe only records 
harvested/normalized since the upgrade to 4.5.n

Publishing Platform - 
Normalization

22164 The link to Scopus Citations in the Times Cited tab did not work if the 
source of the record was not Scopus. This has been fixed.

22191 See Item #22191. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Generic MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Normalization Rules
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Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
22192 See Item #22192. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the SFX Template and you want to implement 
any of the reported changes in your local rules, you 
have the option of "Synchronizing" with the template 
by invoking the "Reset" button at the bottom of the 
rules editor page for the specific PNX field. Note 
that if you made any changes to the rule, these 
changes will be overridden. If you made changes 
and do not want to override all the rules for the 
target PNX field, you can implement the changes 
manually by following the release notes. 

Normalization Rules

22193 See Item #22193. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the DigiTool MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Normalization Rules

22194 See Item #22194. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Voyager Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Normalization Rules
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Issue Number
4.6 Defect Fixes & Enhancements
22195 See Item #22195. If you have normalization rules that were copied 

from the Unicorn Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Normalization Rules

22196 See Item #22196. If you have normalization rules that were copied 
from the Aleph MARC Template and you want to 
implement any of the reported changes in your local 
rules, you have the option of "Synchronizing" with 
the template by invoking the "Reset" button at the 
bottom of the rules editor page for the specific PNX 
field. Note that if you made any changes to the rule, 
these changes will be overridden. If you made 
changes and do not want to override all the rules for 
the target PNX field, you can implement the 
changes manually by following the release notes.

Normalization Rules

22233 If the link from the title/thumbnail was to an external system, the link 
failed in some cases because Primo added a parameter that was 
intended for linking into Primo. This has been fixed.

22291 Several enhancements were made to the alerts mechanism: 

1. A parameter has been added to the Back office for the number of 
records to include in the alert 
2. The email includes a link to the entire results in the Primo 
interface. 

For more information, refer to Primo Version 4 Highlights document. 

Front End - Alerts
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Item #21946
The following changes were made to the Alma MARC Template. 

A. Support for Alma Centralized Publishing (see also #21341). 

These changes are relevant only to Alma consortia using the Centralized Publishing Mode. The template continues 
to support the standard publishing mode. 

The rules for the following fields have been modified: 

Control/almaid - the almaid combines the Alma institution and the IE-ID. Until now, the almaid was created from 
INST $$a and the control/sourcerecordid ID. Now it is also be created from INST $$a and INST $$b. INST $$b will 
be published only in the Centralized Publishing mode. 

Search/Additional Source Record Id - this field will also be created from the MSS field, which includes the 
institutional MSS field. The MSS field is published only in the Centralized Publishing mode. 

Search/Search Scope - the rules for the creation of the AZ<institution> scope for the A-Z eJournal list have been 
modified. There are now four rules - two that will create AZ<institution> scope for regular publishing and two that 
creates the AZ<institution> scope for Centralizing Publishing records. The following rules have been added instead 
of the existing single rule:

Rule 5 
Source: PNX delivery/institution 
Conditions logic: True 
Conditions relation : And 
Condition 1 
Source: PNX delivery/delcategory 
Match if: Match last 
Routine: Check string equals string/Alma-E 
Conditon 2 
Source: PNX display/type 
Match if: Match last 
Routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformations: 
Copy as is 
Add to beginning of string/AZ 
Action: ADD 

Rule 6 - same as rule 5 except that the first condition checks for Online Resource and this is also the text that is 
removed by the transformation. 
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Item #21946
Rule 7 
Source: PNX delivery/delcategory 
Conditions logic: True 
Conditions relation : And 
Condition 1 
Source: PNX delivery/delcategory 
Match if: Match current 
Routine: Check string equals string/Alma-E$$I 
Conditon 2 
Source: PNX display/type 
Match if: Match last 
Routine: Check string equals string/journal 
Transformations: 
Copy as is 
Remove Leading String/Alma-E$$I 
Add to beginning of string/AZ 
Action: ADD 

Rule 8 - same as rule 7 except that the first condition checks for Online Resource$$I and this is also the text that is 
removed by the transformation. 

Delivery/Institution. The action was changed to "ADD" to ensure that multiple INST fields are processed. 

Delivery/Delivery Category. Rules 1 and 2 were added. The delivery category for Centralized Publishing is stored in
INST $$b. Rules were added to take this into account. In addition, in order to ensure that the delivery category can 
be assigned per institution, $$I is now appended to the delivery category. Refer to #15305 for more information 
about having a delivery category per institution in the PNX. 

B. Support for AVE field 

These changes are only relevant to customers using the "Available For (E-Resource)" functionality. The changes 
are intended to make sure that an institution field and delivery category per institution are created based on the 
AVE field. Note that the Alma multicampus scenario in which every Alma campus is defined as a Primo institution 
is not supported in the out-of-the-box rules. Refer to Primo Version 4 Highlights document for more information on 
support for Alma multicampus. 

The rules for the following fields has been changed: 

delivery/institution - Rule 2 was added to ensure that an institution is created per AVE $$i. 
delivery/delivery category - Rule 3 was added to ensure that a delivery category is created per AVE $$i with the 
institution in $$I. 
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Item #21946
C. Additional changes 

1. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. These changes ensure that the sort creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the sort/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based on 
260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch between the sort and display. Note that 
the database needs to be re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. For information on re-indexing, see the 
Performing System Cleanup – Re-Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 

Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

2. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. These changes ensure that the facets creation date is the same as the display creation 
date. Previously, the facets/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created 
based on 260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs 
to be re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. For information on re-indexing, see the Performing System 
Cleanup – Re-Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 

Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

3. 
Field: dedup/c10 
Note: Recommended. This field is not in use by dedup. Keeping it will not create problems, but it serves no 
purpose. The c5 field is used for dedup and is based on Alma MSS. 

Description: 
The rules for dedup/c10 were deleted. The rules created c10 from the 001 tag. It was a duplicate of the rules for 
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Item #22191
The following changes were made to the Generic MARC Template. 

1. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the sort creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the sort/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based on 
260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be re-
indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 
Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

2. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the facets creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the facets/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based 
on 260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be 
re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 

Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate.
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Item #22192
The following changes were made to the SFX Template. 

1. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the sort creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the sort/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based on 
260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be re-
indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 
Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

2. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the facets creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the facets/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based 
on 260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be 
re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 

Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 
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Item #22193
The following changes were made to the DigiTool MARC Template. 

1. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the sort creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the sort/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based on 
260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be re-
indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 
Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

2. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the facets creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the facets/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based 
on 260 $$c.In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be 
re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 

Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 
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Item #22194
The following changes were made to the Voyager Template. 

1. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the sort creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the sort/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based on 
260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be re-
indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 
Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

2. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the facets creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the facets/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based 
on 260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be 
re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 

Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 
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Item #22195
The following changes were made to the Unicorn Template. 

1. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the sort creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the sort/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based on 
260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch between the sort and display. Note that 
the database needs to be re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the 
Performing System Cleanup – Re-Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 
Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

2. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the facets creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the facets/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based 
on 260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be 
re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 

Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 
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Item #22196
The following changes were made to the Aleph MARC Template. 

1. 
Field: sort/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the sort creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the sort/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based on 
260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch between the sort and display. Note that 
the database needs to be re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the 
Performing System Cleanup – Re-Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 
Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 

2. 
Field: facets/creationdate 
Note: Recommended. The changes ensure that the facets creation date is the same as the display creation date. 
Previously, the facets/creation date was first created from 008 while the display/creation date was created based 
on 260 $$c. In some cases, the data was not consistent, causing a mismatch. Note that the database needs to be 
re-indexed from scratch to benefit from this fix. Instructions can be located in the Performing System Cleanup – Re-
Indexing the Database section in the Primo System Administration Guide. 
Description: 
The order of the rules was changed to ensure that it is in the same order as the rules of display/creationdate. 
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